Three Colon Adenocarcinomas Arising in a Patient with Serrated Polyposis Syndrome: Case Report and Review of the Literature
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**Summary**

**Background:** Serrated polyposis syndrome (SPS) is a rare entity mainly concerning the 6th decade of life and which is characterized by the presence of multiple large hyperplastic polyps, sessile serrated adenomas, and adenomas within the colon. **Case Report:** We describe the case of a SPS patient with 3 synchronous adenocarcinomas. The morphologic features of serrated colorectal lesions, their characteristic molecular alterations, and their role in colorectal cancer development are discussed herein. **Conclusion:** Our findings suggest that SPS is a rare condition with an increased risk for colon cancer. Patients suffering from SPS should have regular coloscopic surveillance, and perhaps those with numerous dysplastic hyperplastic polyps should be treated with colectomy.

**Introduction**

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the second most frequent malignancy and the third most common cause of cancer-related death in the developed world. Genetic or environmental factors are implicated in CRC development. CRC is considered as one of the most preventable cancers because it usually develops from lesions which can be easily detected with colonoscopy. Independently of the aetiologic factor, chromosomal instability (CIN), microsatellite instability (MSI), and CpG island methylator phenotype (CIMP) are the main alterations involved in CRC [1].

Until recently, it has been thought that most CRCs arise from conventional adenomas via the traditional tumor suppressor pathway initiated with a mutation of the APC gene, but it has been found that this pathway accounts for only ap-
approximately 70–80% of CRC cases. The majority of the remaining CRC cases follow an alternative pathway leading to CpG island methylator carcinoma with \textit{BRAF} mutation as well as with or without MSI. This pathway is called the serrated pathway of colorectal carcinogenesis [2–4]. The mechanism of carcinomas arising from this alternative pathway seems to begin with an activating mutation of the \textit{BRAF} oncogene. This \textit{BRAF} mutation provokes the development of serrated lesions that are mainly microvesicular hyperplastic polyps or sessile serrated adenomas (SSAs). These lesions are prone to methylation of CpG islands in the promoter regions of genes, resulting in their epigenetic silencing. The best characterized gene silenced by this mechanism is \textit{MLHI} [5].

A patient is diagnosed with serrated polyposis syndrome (SPS) if at least one of the following criteria is met: i) At least 5 histologically diagnosed serrated polyps proximal to the sigmoid colon, of which 2 are greater than 10 mm; ii) any number of serrated polyps proximal to the sigmoid colon in an individual who has a first-degree relative with SPS; iii) more than 20 serrated polyps of any size distributed throughout the colon [6].

SPS is a rare condition first reported 30 years ago. Although it was referred to as a disease with low malignant potential, there has been a number of reports in the English literature on individuals with SPS who developed synchronous or metachronous adenocarcinomas, amounting to 51.1% of the reported cases of SPS [7]. Boparai et al. [8] have recently described an increased risk of CRC (relative risk (RR) = 5.4) and SPS (RR = 39) in first-degree relatives of patients diagnosed with SPS compared to the general population. SPS affects both sexes equally. The mean age of the patients at the time of diagnosis is 57 years. The prevalence of SPS in autopsies ranges among 5–11% in adults, increasing with age. Hyperplastic polyps (HPs) are the commonest polyps of the sigmoid colon and rectum. Smoking, being overweight, and the use of some drugs have been postulated as potential risk factors for HPs. HPs can be solitary or multiple, and they are often found incidentally either during endoscopy or in surgical specimens. SPS is characterized by the presence of multiple HPs spread throughout the colon. Published case series report that between 10 and 50% of patients meeting SPS criteria have a family history of CRC [5, 9, 10]. The lifetime risk of CRC is estimated to be about 50% [11]. Besides HPs, SSAs and conventional adenomas are common findings in these patients [12].

Opposed to serrated adenomas (SAs) which tend to be associated with dysplasia and furthermore with CRC, SSAs are characterized by an abnormal proliferation without epithelial dysplasia [13]. HPs have been divided into two main histological subtypes: microvesicular serrated polyps (MVSPs) and goblet cell serrated polyps (GCSPs), which are predominantly found in the distal colon [4]. MVSPs seem to be the precursor lesion of SSA, especially when located in the right colon. SSAs are larger than HPs and more frequently located in the right colon. Histologically, SSAs are distinguished from typical HPs by the presence of inverted T- or L-shaped crypt bases that reflect disordered proliferation.

HPs appear pale, glistening, very similar to the surrounding mucosa, and are usually covered by mucus. The vascular network is weak, in contrast to that of hypervascular adenomas. In addition, serrated polyps, mainly SSAs, are typically sessile or flat, making their detection even more difficult [14]. It is unclear whether chromoendoscopy improves the detection of small and flat lesions, while it is a time-consuming technique [15–17]. Compared to standard colonoscopy, high resolution colonoscopy with chromoendoscopy seems to improve the detection of purely flat adenomas and HPs [18]. Additionally, it was shown that narrow band imaging (NBI) has a significantly lower polyp miss rate than conventional or even high resolution endoscopy (HRE), especially for the detection of serrated polyps [9].

In this report, we add another case to the list of SPS patients who developed colon cancer and, to the best of our knowledge, one of the few reports regarding SPS individuals presenting with 3 synchronous adenocarcinomas.

### Case Report

A 58-year-old male with a family history of adenocarcinoma of the colon visited the emergency department complaining of abdominal pain, bloody stools, and watery diarrheas for the last month.

The laboratory tests showed anemia. Colonoscopy was performed, and numerous sessile polyps were revealed throughout the colon, which in serial biopsies were diagnosed to be HPs. Only one lesion had the histology of an SA with high-grade dysplasia. Upper gastrointestinal endoscopy was unremarkable. The patient fulfilled the World Health Organization criteria of SPS. Due to the number of the polyps, he underwent a total colectomy.

Throughout the large bowel, measured up to approximately 150 cm, 102 sessile and 3 pedunculated polyps were found. The pedunculated ones were seated in the sigmoid colon and measured up to 1, 1.5, and 2 cm. Within their stalk, whitish, solid foci were detected. Overall, 52 polyps had the classical morphology of the HPs, 49 had a serrated morphology with dysplastic changes, and 1 was a mixed adenoma and metaplastic polyp. The pedunculated polyps were well differentiated mucous-producing adenocarcinomas (T1, NO).

The patient remained under surveillance every 6 months for the first year after the operation and annually thereafter. 6 new metastatic polyps and 2 adenomas with high-grade dysplasia have been removed from the pouch during the last 2 years.

### Discussion

SA was originally introduced in the 1990s as a distinct neoplastic lesion that shared mixed features of HPs and adenoma, such as the serrated configuration of HP, but also clear evidence of at least low-grade surface epithelial dysplasia of adenoma. SAs are difficult to diagnose and are often misclassified. In 2003, Torlakovic et al. [5], in a review of a series of SPS patients,
described polyps that shared some features of SA but maintained a sessile configuration. Thus, the term SSA was introduced to distinguish these lesions from the pedunculated counterpart which was named transitional serrated adenoma (TSA).

Polyps of our SPS patient were typical HPs with prominent atypical cytological features in almost half of them. Histology revealed that 50% of the polyps (52/105) had the classical morphology of the HPs, while almost half of the polyps (49/105) had a serrated morphology with dysplastic changes and fulfilled the criteria of SAs. Only 1 was a mixed adenoma/metaplastic polyp. In the present case, adenocarcinomas have arisen de novo without evidence of adenomatous or serrated epithelium in their vicinity.

It has been suggested that the atypia seen in sporadic SAs reflects neoplastic progression in an otherwise hyperplastic or metaplastic lesion and that such lesions may represent an alternative pathway to colorectal carcinogenesis named serrated pathway [13, 19, 20]. Over the past years, increasing data for biological and genetic similarities between them supported this hypothesis. Molecular studies show a higher number of BRAF mutations, K-ras, and CIMP in serrated polyps of SPS patients compared with sporadic SAs [9, 21].

The finding of multiple SAs in the setting of SPS has led to speculations that individuals with this condition also show a significant increase in cancer risk that is analogous to the increased risk seen in adenomatous polyposis. However, ascertainment bias will certainly favor the identification of SPS in patients suffering from SPS should have regular colonoscopic surveillance, and perhaps those with numerous dysplastic HPs should be treated with colectomy.

In conclusion, our findings propose the view that SPS is a rare condition with an increased risk for colon cancer. Patients suffering from SPS should have regular colonoscopic surveillance, and perhaps those with numerous dysplastic HPs should be treated with colectomy.
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